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Supreme Grand Master’s October Message 2020
Sir Knights, Greetings! I trust that all members of the Sovereign Great Priory of Canada
remain well and steadfast in their fight against
these unsightly days. I know that times are
tough but, hopefully, the creation of an effective
vaccine is in sight: a vaccine developed through
modern science, which will allow us to return to
a near-normal.
Hopefully, lessons learned from this darkest period in mankind’s existence will be applied
so that the world can regain its hold on humanity. We can only hope and pray.
Although, as Fall rapidly disappears, I
must admit that I find even myself struggling to
understand the extent and severity of the COVID
-19 virus and world pandemic on the world’s and
country’s economy and collective well-being. As
a Mason specifically, I definitely long for the day
that we can once again gather in our lodges and
preceptories and celebrate our continuing selfrealization through ritual and fraternity.
Fatigue has definitely set into my daily
chores and routine. I, especially, find myself putting things off, which I normally would have included in my daily structure. Unfortunately, I’m
sure that I’m not alone in thinking that tomorrow
is an excuse for not completing what should be
done today.
I guess that it is human nature to allow
the burden of monotony to seep into our very
pores at times like this. Unfortunately, I have always prided myself in believing that I can control
every aspect in my life; only to find that this pan-

demic has stolen what little control that I still
possess.
This is not to say that I haven’t been active. Between family and friends, writing and
painting, teaching and learning, exercising my
body and brain, conducting virtual meetings day
and night, there appears not to be enough hours
in the day. The problem is that I still find that this
is not enough to sustain my heart and soul.
As such, Sir Knights, I find myself relying
on my fellow Masons to lift my spirits and to provide an assurance, which I normally would be
expected to provide to others. Indeed, even
though I am suffering from what I call Zoom fatigue, I find myself longing for the next virtual
meeting, for they provide what little true stimulation that I can find these days.
Just recently, I have participated in a
number of virtual meetings, ranging from the
Grand Masters of Ontario to SGP’s Executive
Council and its Grand Council, to meetings of
SGP’s Provincial Grand Priors to the Priory’s
Registrars, all of which have been quite satisfying and productive.
I know that some of you may think that it
is strange for the Supreme Grand Master to admit his disheartenment and doubt. I do this, Sir
Knights, in the knowledge that I am not alone in
these feelings of uncertainty. I do this, Sir
Knights, in order to share that we are all human
and all share the same human frailties to some
extent.
I also do this in the knowledge that we will

be experiencing a very dark winter before the
warm spring light surrounds us once again.
As Masons, we must continue to feed the
soul, to stimulate our inner mind and spirit. As I
previously indicated, only through reflection and
self-realization can we constantly feed the furnace of knowledge and understanding.
I have always realized deep down that
our ritual is a strong stimulant to the development of self-wisdom but this pandemic has definitely solidified this notion. This is why I must
continue to encourage you to reach out and to
contact those Sir Knights who are less fortunate
and more vulnerable than you and I. Small acts
of kindness during times like this will not go unnoticed and unrewarded. Small acts of kindness
during times like this will save those disheartened spirits among us.
In summary, Sir Knights, I hope and pray
once again that each and every one of you
maintain a high level of personal safety and
health. There are definitely simple measures to
take in order to ensure your personal hygiene
and safety.
Lastly, take faith that you are not alone
and that we shall reach the pinnacle together
once again!
Yours in the Bonds of our Order,
GCT
Supreme Grand Master,
Sovereign Great Priory Knights Templar of Canada

MASONIC BLACK SHOES
The old black shoes are looking glum
As I pass the lobby door,
“What’s wrong with you?” they seem to say,
“We’re going out no more.
We’ve taken not a single step,
Not third or even first,
And ne’er a sign we’ve seen you give,
Has Masonry been cursed?”
“It has”, I said, “by virus vile,
We have to stay at home
Until such time the plague has passed,
Then once more we can roam.
The Masons’ Halls are empty,
Regalia put away,
Gavels now stay silent,
DCs hold no sway.
Volumes of the Sacred Law
On pedestals redundant,
Now Brothers all contact their friends
By social posts abundant.
No handshake, word or secret sign,
No friendly Festive Board
No Tyler’s song to say Goodnight,
No organ’s well-loved chord.
“Black shoes,” I said, “do not despair,
Our Chain is firm and strong
Our flag of love remains unfurled
We’ll sing again our song.
And though our Brethren may have passed
To Grander Lodge Above,
We’ll look upon their memories
With everlasting Love;
And in their name, we’ll offer help
And soothe the burdened heart;
We’ll comfort those who are distressed,
Thus Masons play their part.
And when this crisis is resolved
We’ll sing the old refrain,
“Happy to Meet, Sorry to Part,
Happy to meet again.”
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THE CHAMBER OF REFLECTION
A Paper by Eminent Knight Dario Mancuso - Ottawa 32
The Chamber of Reflection is one of the most alluring and thought-provoking symbols of Freemasonry.
This chamber is still very much used in Mexico, Central South America, in all of Europe, and east Africa. It is
a small room adjoining the Lodge room in which, prior to initiation, the candidate is enclosed for the purpose
of engaging in serious meditation. It is a narrow chamber, built according to the ratio 1:2 which is the same
ratio as we find in the Temple of Solomon and many temples from history. There, the initiate will examine
himself, his motives and draw up his spiritual testament that will later be read aloud in Lodge by answering
the three great questions of human existence: “What are your duties toward the Supreme Being, yourself,
and humankind?”
Now we should ask ourselves the most important question a Mason can ask, and that is “why this
meditation?”
1st. The effect it can cause on the brother.
In a world where our minds are filled with information, 30 minutes deprived of all minerals and metals
(a.k.a. no cell phones) in a room with little information offers a Mason an experience they may not have had
for a long time.
2nd. The lesson taught and learned by writing down thoughts and opinions before the initiation of a degree.
They will have a vivid historical artifact that will allow the brother to remember who he used to be prior
to his initiation. This is a reminder of how our thoughts and views of our internal emotional history can
change within us, which is why a written record is so important, and while the mind will be influenced by our
memory biases, the written account will provide a solid imprint of what our thoughts used to be.
3rd. It is not just for the external preparation of the candidate -- to put on the required garments -- but for the
internal mental preparation of the candidate.
The candidate is encouraged through self-reflection to contemplate what his motives are for joining
the lodge. The Chamber of Reflection is exactly what it implies, a quiet room where the candidate is to meditate before his initiation.
The Masonic Encyclopaedia, on page 141, observes that: “It is only in solitude that we can deeply reflect upon our present or future undertakings. A man who has undertaken a thing after mature reflection seldom turns back.”
On the inside of the Chamber of Reflection we find:
1) a table or desk with a chair;
2) a scythe, “as we sow so shall we reap;”
3) a mirror;
4) an hourglass;
5) three candles and candle snuffer;
6) a notebook and quill or pen to write;
7) an equilateral triangle of black cloth or cardboard;
8) a model of a human skull and thigh bones;
9) symbols of the elements used in alchemy/chemistry;
10) a small container of salt;
11) a small container or glass of water;
12) a small piece of bread;
13) a small piece of sulphur;
14) a rooster; and,
15) a sign that reads V.I.T.R.I.O.L.

Let me briefly mention the meaning of those items;
The table or desk will act as our altar or place of work, where we remove the rough edges of our personality
to allow the inner light to shine through.
The hourglass is an emblem of human life and represents the passing or marking of time. It symbolizes the
futility of attempting to stop or to slow down time. As the candidate watches the slowly falling sands running
through the hourglass, so too does his time run out. This symbol elaborates on the solemn thought of death,
and reminds the candidate of the fleeting nature of his mortality.
The candle represents light. On page 156, in the book The Lost Symbols, D. Brown states, “this candle represents the formative primordial fire and the awakening of man from his ignorant slumber.”
The salt is the symbol of all life and purity. Salt is a preservative, and reminds the candidate that his activities on earth should be remembered in a positive manner even after death. Salt, in excess may also spoil the
food it was intended to preserve and admonishes the candidate to moderate his desires and passions.
The bread and water represent the bare necessities of life and are humble emblems of sustenance and simplicity. Bread, considered one of the most meager forms of nourishment, reminds the candidate to live his life
plainly, simply and humbly. Water is one of the four elements essential to the ancient mysteries, and is also
an emblem of purity, or cleansing.
The quill or pen and paper are placed in the Chamber of Reflection for the candidate to perform his appointed task of writing as he is instructed.
The mirror is essential to the Chamber of Reflection because the purpose of this portion of
the initiation process is to allow the candidate to reflect. He is also to reflect on his own
mortality, the reasons he has chosen to join the Craft, and to contemplate his own understanding of himself.
The rooster is the symbol for the coming dawn after the darkness of ignorance and fear. It
is also the omen foretelling spiritual trial and testing. It was Peter who acknowledged the
Light of Christ when among his peers, but denied him three times when confronted by enemies before the crowing of the rooster. Just as we need vigilance and perseverance to
seek truth and the light of our Inner Master, we must also have the courage to acknowledge it when our social standing, ego, and perception from others challenge it.
If we accept the inner light when it is safe and deny it when it is dangerous then we are unworthy to sit
at the table of the Inner Master and eat his spiritual bread.
The human skull and crossed thigh bones are symbols of mortality, but also strength and virility, and coupled with the hourglass, points to the brevity of mortal existence. They are
intended to remind the candidate that death is the great leveler.
As I had the pleasure to take part of this pre-initiation, I was asked
to enter this room via the West, which is the only entrance and exit. I was
told to sit on the stool, close my eyes, take a very deep breath, exhale very
slowly through the nose, and repeat that 3 times, then slowly open my
eyes. Having done that, it becomes evident that now you can see all the
writings on the wall and the objects around you. To note that the chamber
is only lit by the candle, and it is guarded within and without by the Tyler.
On the West wall is painted the zodiac sign of Libra, the scale of balance (Equinox in autumn, yellow color)
and the following sentence:
“IF CURIOSITY BROUGHT YOU HERE: LEAVE!”

The South wall is painted with the zodiac sign of Capricorn, the sea goat (Solstice in winter, green color), and
the hourglass. There is also a little window with a mirror painted on the wall with the following sentence: “IF
YOU CARE ABOUT HUMAN DISTINCTIONS: GO OUT!”
On the North wall, a human skeleton, the acrostic (a series of lines or verses in which the first, last, or
other particular letters when taken in order spell out a word, phrase): V.I.T.R.I.O.L., which means “
Visita Interiora Terræ Rectificandoque Invenies Occultum Lapidem.” (“Visit the interior of the
earth, and, rectifying, purifying it, you will find the hidden stone.”)
Also visible is: “IF YOUR SOUL IS FRIGHTENED: DO NOT CONTINUE.”
Reference is made on page 157 of The Lost Symbols.
Finally, the East wall is emblazoned with the zodiacal sign of the Aries, the Ram (Equinox in spring,
red color), a rooster crowing, and above the rooster the following:
“IF YOU PERSIST IN, YOU SHALL BE PURIFIED FROM THE ELEMENTS.”
Below the rooster is the following phrase:
“YOU SHALL COME OUT FROM THE ABYSS OF THE DARKNESS.”
(In the middle) “YOU SHALL SEE THE LIGHT.”
Under the rooster, in a flag, are the words: “VIGILANCE AND PERSEVERANCE.”
These two words intimate to the candidate that he must possess these qualities in order to succeed in his
masonic life.
In conclusion, the Chamber of Reflection teaches a powerful lesson: that the true initiation of an individual is an internal process, that which not one man can transform but for himself. Others, like many of us
here, might guide and help, but ultimately it is the individual alone who can perform the great work and this
chamber epitomises this process. This important preparatory tool should not be used because it is cool. Rather, it should be used because it helps the candidate prepare himself mentally for the degree, and he is in
conflict with the duality of personalities -- one side, the material, composed of a physical body, and, on the
other, the ethereal body. In the Chamber of Reflection, we are all reborn, and thus we learn to apply to our
lives that wise adage that exhorts:

“Never say what you think; always think what you say.”

You are a volunteer in your Lodge, Chapter, Council and Preceptory until you are elected by the members to be an officer. Now you have become the servant of the members and must strive diligently to bring honour
to your office and to yourself.

WEBSITES
Sovereign Great Priory now operates two websites. You are no doubt familiar
with our original www.knightstemplar.ca
We now have a “Digital Library
and Archives” containing a wealth of information for the interested
https://knightstemplarlibrary.com
We invite you to check it out.

This space and more welcomes any submissions of articles, art or other pictures of social meetings or hobbies,
or such, which are appropriate to share with your Brother Knights for inclusion into the next dispatches.

We must remember.
If we do not, the sacrifice of those one hundred thousand Canadian lives will be meaningless. They died for us, for their homes
and families and friends, for a collection of traditions they
cherished and a future they believed in; they died for Canada.
The meaning of their sacrifice rests with our collective national
consciousness; our future is their monument.

These wars touched the lives of Canadians of all ages, all races, all social classes. Fathers,
sons, daughters, and sweethearts: they were killed in action, they were wounded, and thousands
who returned were forced to live the rest of their lives with the physical and mental scars of war. The
people who stayed in Canada also served—in factories, in voluntary service organizations, wherever
they were needed.
Yet for many of us, war is a phenomenon seen through the lens of a television camera or a
journalist's account of fighting in distant parts of the world. Our closest physical and emotional experience may be the discovery of wartime memorabilia in a family attic. But even items such as
photographs, uniform badges, medals, and diaries can seem vague and unconnected to the life of
their owner. For those of us born during peacetime, all wars seem far removed from our daily lives.
We often take for granted our Canadian values and institutions, our freedom to participate in
cultural and political events, and our right to live under a government of our choice. The Canadians
who went off to war in distant lands went in the belief that the values and beliefs enjoyed by Canadians were being threatened. They truly believed that "Without freedom there can be no ensuring peace
and without peace no enduring freedom."
By remembering their service and their sacrifice, we recognize the tradition of freedom these
men and women fought to preserve. They believed that their actions in the present would make a
significant difference for the future, but it is up to us to ensure that their dream of peace is realized.
On Remembrance Day, we acknowledge the courage and sacrifice of those who served their country and acknowledge our responsibility to work for the peace they fought hard to achieve.
During times of war, individual acts of heroism occur frequently; only a few are ever recorded and receive official recognition. By remembering all who have served, we recognize their willingly-endured hardships and fears, taken upon themselves so that we could live in peace
We Remember Them
At the rising of the sun and at its going down,
We remember them.
At the blowing of the wind and the chill of the winter,
We remember them.
At the opening of the Buds and in the rebirth of spring;
We remember them.

